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Outsourcing is defined as being one of allocating or reallocating business activities from an internal source to an external source (Schniederjans, Schniederjans, & Schniederjans, 2005, p. 3). Any business activity can be outsourced. All or part of any of the unique business activities in a functional area, like management information systems, which have been historically insourced can be outsourced today. Outsourcing, however, requires an agreement with an external organization. If a contract can be written to define any type of business activity between a client organization and its potential outsource provider, then that business activity can be outsourced.

Outsourcing is not a new concept according to James and Weidenbaum (1993, p. 42) but can find its origins in the practice of subcontracting production activities. For example, the use of external lawyers or information technology consultants can be viewed as outsourced services. Indeed, the classic “buy-ormake” decisions on service products, processes, and facilities, which companies have been making for many decades, are examples of outsourcing from external organizations (Russell & Taylor, 2003, p. 126). Regardless of its origin, outsourcing is not a revolution but an evolution of change in business organizations and the way they conduct business activities.
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Outsourcing Information Security (Computer Security Series)Artech House Publishers, 2004
This comprehensive and timely resource examines security risks related to IT outsourcing, clearly showing you how to recognize, evaluate, minimize, and manage these risks. Unique in its scope, this single volume offers you complete coverage of the whole range of IT security services and fully treats the IT security concerns of outsourcing. The book...
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The Mezonic Agenda: Hacking the PresidencySyngress Publishing, 2004
"Hack-Along" with the Heroes and Villains of the Mezonic Agenda as the American Presidency hangs in the balance of cyber-space... In six days Hugh Davis will testify before Congress on the security, stability, and safety of Advice Software Inc.'s e-vote software. He is a world-renowned expert on software security, and his testimony will...
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ElasticSearch Server Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2014

	From creating your own index structure through to cluster monitoring and troubleshooting, this is the complete guide to implementing the ElasticSearch search engine on your own websites. Packed with real-life examples.


	Overview

	
		Learn about the fascinating functionalities of ElasticSearch like data...
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Succeeding with Object Databases: A Practical Look at Today's Implementations with Java and XMLJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
There is a definite need by many users and practitioners for documented case studies and examples that demonstrate the first-hand use of Object Data Management in realworld applications and systems. During the past few years, we have seen tremendous interest in Java. There has been an important shift from using Java just on the clientside to the...
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Organizational Patterns of Agile Software DevelopmentPrentice Hall, 2004
You will find no books on the bookshelf here that tell you how to start up a new discipline. Software has been seeking its own way as a
relatively young discipline for the past 40 years. Every new discipline struggles to find practices suitable to its survival and growth. Sometimes this struggle is incremental. Sometimes disciplines undergo...
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LightWave v9 Lighting (Wordware Game and Graphics Library)Wordware Publishing, 2007
LightWave v9 Lighting is the only book on the market from a professional artist explaining the theory and application of lighting with LightWave 3D. The book has the following key features:  Describes step-by-step everything you need to know about the qualities of light; Clearly explains modern lighting concepts; Steps through LightWave's...
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